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Abstract
Exposures to a hypomagnetic field can affect biological processes. Recently, it has been
observed that hypomagnetic field exposure can adversely affect adult hippocampal
neurogenesis and hippocampus-dependent cognition in mice. In the same study, the role
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in hypomagnetic field effects has been demonstrated.
However, the mechanistic reasons behind this effect are not clear. This study proposes a
radical pair mechanism based on a flavin-superoxide radical pair to explain the
modulation of ROS production and the attenuation of adult hippocampal neurogenesis
in a hypomagnetic field. The results of our calculations favor a singlet-born radical pair
over a triplet-born radical pair. Our model predicts hypomagnetic field effects on the
triplet/singlet yield of comparable strength as the effects observed in experimental
studies on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Our predictions are also in qualitative
agreement with experimental results on superoxide concentration and other observed
ROS effects. We also predict the effects of applied magnetic fields and oxygen isotopic
substitution on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Our findings strengthen the idea that
nature might harness quantum resources in the context of the brain.

Author summary
Exposure to magnetic fields influences many neurobiological processes. The formation
of new neurons (neurogenesis) in the hippocampal region of the adult brain plays a
crucial role in learning and memory. It can be adversely affected by shielding the
earth’s magnetic field, and this effect is intimately related to ROS concentration. In this
study, we have developed a quantum mechanical model to explain this magnetic field
dependence of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Our model is also consistent with the
observed ROS effects.

Introduction 1

Despite its great successes, many essential questions are still unanswered in 2

neuroscience [1], including the underlying principles of memory and learning, the 3

workings of general anesthesia, computational properties of the brain and, most 4
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fundamentally, the generation of subjective experience [2]. Therefore, it is crucial to 5

explore whether the brain also uses quantum resources apart from the known classical 6

ones. In recent decades, researchers have tried to understand some of the enigmatic 7

biological processes such as animal magnetoreception, photosynthetic energy capture, 8

olfaction, and consciousness using inherently quantum concepts such as superposition 9

and entanglement [3–8]. These results encourage the view that some quantum processes 10

may be going on in the brain and may help answer some of the previously unanswered 11

questions in neuroscience. 12

Exposure to magnetic fields influences many neurobiological processes in various 13

animals, from insects to human beings, for example, repetitive transcranial magnetic 14

stimulation at low-intensity (LI-rTMS) induces axon outgrowth and synaptogenesis in 15

mice [9], drosophila’s circadian clock can be perturbed by magnetic fields [10], and 16

extremely low-frequency magnetic fields have been shown to induce human neuronal 17

differentiation through NMDA receptor activation [11]. Apart from all these magnetic 18

field effects, several isotopic effects have also been observed in the brain, such as in the 19

anesthetic effects of Xenon [12] and the behavioral effects of Lithium [13]. As shown in 20

Refs [14, 15], these isotopic effects may be interpreted as being due to the magnetic field 21

of the nuclear spin. 22

Researchers have also shown that the cellular production of ROS is magnetically 23

sensitive [16–19]. ROS are biologically very vital chemical species. Studies have shown 24

the importance of ROS in cellular signaling [20]. ROS play an essential role in various 25

cellular activities such as cell proliferation, differentiation, migration, survival, and 26

autophagy [21]. Oxidative stress, an imbalance between production and accumulation of 27

ROS, has been implicated in several psychological disorders [22]. Studies have also 28

shown that ROS play a role in neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation [23,24]. 29

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis plays a crucial role in learning and memory and is 30

sensitive to various external stimuli. Recently, Zhang et al. [24] have shown that mice 31

exposed to a hypomagnetic field (HMF) by shielding the geomagnetic field (GMF, 32

present-day intensity value 25− 65 µT ) show decreased neurogenesis in the hippocampal 33

region, which results in impaired cognition. An HMF is a static field with an intensity 34

lower than 5 µT . An organism can be exposed to HMF during long-term deep-space 35

flights and in artificial environments on earth, such as magnetically shielded rooms. 36

Zhang et al. [24] show that long-term exposure to HMF impaired neurogenesis 37

through decreasing adult neuronal stem cell proliferation, altering cell lineages in critical 38

development stages of neurogenesis, impeding dendritic development of newborn neurons 39

in the adult hippocampus, and resulting in impaired cognition. Using transcriptome 40

analysis in combination with endogenous ROS in situ labeling via hydroethidine, they 41

revealed reduced levels of ROS in HMF-exposed mice. Zhang et al. [24] have also shown 42

that pharmacological inhibition of ROS removal via diethyldithiocarbamate (DDC) 43

rescues defective adult hippocampal neurogenesis in HMF-exposed mice and that the 44

inhibition of ROS production via apocynin (APO) blocks the rescue effect of a return to 45

GMF on defective adult hippocampal neurogenesis in HMF exposed mice. Based on 46

these observations, they concluded that reduced levels of ROS are responsible for HMF 47

effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis on a mechanistic level. 48

In recent years, the radical pair mechanism [25–27] (RPM) has been proposed as a 49

quantum mechanical explanation to several magnetically sensitive biological 50

phenomena [14,15,17,28–30]. The canonical example of such an explanation is that of 51

magnetoreception in migratory birds [28]. This model relies on the coherent spin 52

dynamics of pairs of radicals involving the cryptochrome (CRY) protein [31]. Later, 53

similar mechanisms were proposed for other migratory animals [32]. It is natural to ask 54

whether a similar explanation could also be given to some of the magnetically sensitive 55

phenomena happening in the brain. Recently, RPM-based mechanisms, not all involving 56
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CRY, have been proposed to explain the isotope effects on Xenon-induced 57

anesthesia [14] and Lithium effects on hyperactivity [15], as well as the magnetic field 58

effects on Drosophila’s circadian clock [29] and microtubule reorganization [30]. 59

In the RPM, a pair of radicals (molecules that contain unpaired electrons) are 60

created simultaneously, such that the spins on the two electrons, one on each radical, 61

evolve coherently [33–35]. Radical pairs (RPs) are usually created in either singlet or 62

triplet states. Nuclear spins in the neighborhood of radicals and an external magnetic 63

field interact with the RP via hyperfine (HF) interactions and the Zeeman interaction, 64

respectively. Due to HF interactions, neither singlet nor triplet states are, in general, 65

eigenstates of the spin Hamiltonian. Therefore, the RP is initially in a non-stationary 66

superposition which evolves coherently and causes singlet-triplet interconversion at 67

frequencies determined by the HF and Zeeman interactions. Therefore, altering the 68

external magnetic field or substituting an isotope with a different spin can change the 69

extent and timing of the singlet-triplet interconversion, resulting in altered yields of 70

products formed spin-selectively from the singlet and triplet states [33–37]. 71

The conclusion of Ref [24] that HMF effects manifest via a change in ROS 72

concentration implies that ROS production is magnetically sensitive. Researchers have 73

already observed oscillating magnetic field effects on ROS production. Usselman et 74

al. [16, 17] have observed that oscillating magnetic fields at Zeeman resonance alter 75

relative yields of cellular superoxide (O –
2 ) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) ROS products 76

in human umbilical cells. 77

ROS’s two primary cellular sources are the mitochondrial electron transport chain, 78

and an enzyme family termed NADPH oxidase (Nox) [21,38,39]. Flavin-containing 79

enzymes are known to play a role in mitochondrial ROS production [40]. 80

Mitochondria-based ROS production could involve magnetically sensitive flavin and 81

superoxide-based RP. Nox enzymes are present in several subcellular locations, 82

including mitochondria in various cell types, including in the hippocampus [21]. The 83

catalytic core of Nox enzymes is composed of six α-helical transmembrane domains. 84

The sixth transmembrane domain is linked to an intracellular FAD-binding domain via 85

a segment, and the FAD-binding domain is linked to an NADPH binding domain at the 86

C-terminus. Nox enzymes transport electrons from NADPH, through FAD, across the 87

plasma membrane to molecular oxygen (O2) to generate superoxide [21]. This electron 88

transfer as well as the magnetic field dependence of ROS production naturally suggests 89

an underlying flavin and superoxide-based RPM for ROS production and hence also as 90

a basis of HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. 91

CRY can be an alternative source of magnetically sensitive flavin and 92

superoxide-based RP. The role of CRYs in many brain processes is well 93

established [9, 41]. As mentioned earlier, the RPM model for avian magnetoreception 94

relies on the coherent spin dynamics of pairs of radicals involving CRY protein, which 95

contains the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) [28,31]. The canonical RP thought to be 96

produced from CRY is in the form of flavosemiquinone radical (FAD –) and terminal 97

tryptophan radical (TrpH +) [28,42,43]. However, considerable evidence suggests an 98

alternative RP with the superoxide radical, O –
2 as a partner for the flavin radical, with 99

FADH and O –
2 acting as the donor and the acceptor, respectively [44–46]. 100

Usselman et al. [17] have already proposed a flavin and superoxide-based RPM to 101

explain the effects of oscillating magnetic fields at Zeeman resonance on ROS 102

production. Nox enzyme, mitochondria, and CRY can all be the sources of this 103

flavin-superoxide RP. Similar RP has also been in the RPM-based explanation for 104

isotopic dependence of behavioral effects of Lithium [15] and the magnetic field effects 105

on the circadian clock [29]. In these studies both singlet-born [15,29] and 106

triplet-born [17,44–46] RPs have been considered. 107

Zhang et al. [24] suggest that the RPM cannot provide a viable explanation for their 108
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observations, but here we show that the RPM could be the underlying mechanism 109

behind the HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. We have proposed a RPM 110

model based on flavin-superoxide RP to explain the modulation of ROS production and 111

the resulting attenuation of adult hippocampal neurogenesis in the hypomagnetic field. 112

The theoretical predictions of our model are compared with the experimental results of 113

Zhang et al. [24], and we obtained effects of comparable size. In this study, we have 114

considered both singlet-born and triplet-born RP and our calculations show that 115

singlet-born RP is in agreement with the experimental results, whereas triplet-born RP 116

is in disagreement with the experiments. 117

Results 118

Hypomagnetic field effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis 119

and Radical Pair Mechanism 120

Quantifying HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis 121

Zhang et al. [24], have produced qualitative and quantitative results to show the adverse 122

effects of HMF on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. They have found that long-term 123

exposure to HMF impaired neurogenesis through decreasing adult neural stem cells 124

(aNSCs) proliferation, altering cell lineages in critical development stages of 125

neurogenesis, and impeding dendritic development of newborn neurons in the adult 126

hippocampus. In this study, we will use the reduction in aNSCs proliferation as the 127

quantitative measure of the HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Zhang et 128

al. [24], tested the effect of exposure to HMF on aNSC proliferation in the dentate gyrus 129

(DG) of adult mice. The mice were injected with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) and 130

sacrificed 2 hr later to examine aNSC proliferation during exposure to GMF or HMF. 131

Compared with GMF groups, there was a decrease in the numbers of BrdU+ labeled 132

proliferating cells in the DG of HMF-exposed mice at 2 weeks of HMF exposure and 133

beyond. For mice exposed to HMF (0.29± 0.01 µT [24]) for 8 weeks, the average 134

number of BrdU+ cells was 1363.51, with a standard deviation of 131.34. Whereas, for 135

the control (mice exposed to GMF, 55.26± 0.05 µT [24]), the average number of BrdU+ 136

cells after the same time was found to be 1826.20, with a standard deviation of 174.55. 137

A decrease of 25.37% is observed due to 8 weeks of exposure to HMF (See Table 1). 138

Table 1. The numbers of BrdU+ cells in mice after a 8 week exposure to HMF and
GMF.

Average number of BrdU+ cells (8 week) Stdev.
GMF 1826.20 174.55
HMF 1363.51 131.34
Ratio 1.34 0.18

The ratio of numbers of BrdU+ cells at GMF to that of HMF (1.34± 0.18) will serve 139

as a measure of the strength of HMF effects. We will compare HMF effects predicted by 140

our model against this experimental measure. Zhang et al. [24] also observed that HMF 141

exposure causes a decrease in superoxide concentration, and we will look for qualitative 142

agreement between our model and this result. Zhang et al. [24] have also shown that 143

pharmacological inhibition of ROS removal rescues defective adult hippocampal 144

neurogenesis in HMF-exposed mice and that the inhibition of ROS production blocks 145

the rescue effect of a return to GMF on defective adult hippocampal neurogenesis in 146

HMF exposed mice. We will also look for agreement between our model and these 147

observed effects of inhibition of ROS production and removal. 148
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As our theoretical model will predict the fractional superoxide yield and Zhang et 149

al. [24] have quantified the superoxide levels by hydroethidine fluorescence 150

measurements, the quantitative comparison of superoxide’s theoretical and experimental 151

values seems a natural check to our model. However, the large spread and non-normal 152

distribution of data make the superoxide measurement unsuitable for such quantitative 153

analysis. Therefore, we have only demanded a qualitative agreement between the theory 154

and experiment as far as superoxide is concerned, i.e., the concentration of superoxide 155

should decrease due to HMF exposure. 156

RPM model 157

We here propose an RP system of FADH and O –
2 to reproduce the HMF effects on 158

adult hippocampal neurogenesis based on changes in the singlet-triplet yields at HMF as 159

compared to GMF. The correlated spins of RP are taken to be in the [FADH · · ·O –
2 ] 160

form. The singlet-product is H2O2 and the triplet-product is O –
2 [17] (See Fig 1). 161

[FADH . . . O –
2 ]S [FADH . . . O –

2 ]T

H2O2

O –
2

Fig 1. Schematic of radical pair mechanism for [FADH · · ·O –
2 ] radical pair.

We consider a simple spin Hamiltonian for our RP by only including Zeeman and HF 162

interactions [28,47]. Given the possible randomized orientation of the molecules 163

involved, we only consider the isotropic Fermi contact contributions for the HF 164

interactions. In our calculations, we assume that the unpaired electron on FADH 165

couples only with the H5 nucleus (See Fig 2), which has the most prominent isotropic 166

HF coupling constant (HFCC) among all the nuclei in FADH [46]. The other unpaired 167

electron, on O –
2 (containing two 16O nuclei), has no HF interactions. The Hamiltonian 168

for our RP system reads as follows: 169

Ĥ = ωŜAz
+ a1ŜA .̂I1 + ωŜBz

, (1)

where ŜA and ŜB are the spin operators of radical electron A and B, respectively, Î1 is 170

the nuclear spin operator of the H5 of FADH , a1 is the HFCC between the H5 of 171

FADH and the radical electron A (a = −802.9 µT [46]), and ω is the Larmor precession 172

frequency of the electrons due to the Zeeman effect. 173

For simplicity, both the triplet and singlet reaction rates are identical and equal to k. 174

The coherence lifetime of RP is taken to be 1/r. 175

As mentioned earlier [FADH · · ·O –
2 ] RP can be taken to start in either 176

singlet [15,29] or triplet states [17,44–46] . In this study, we have considered both 177

singlet and triplet-born RPs. 178

Singlet-born radical pair 179

Let us first consider the initial state of the RP to be a singlet: 180

|S〉 〈S| ⊗ 1

M
IM , (2)
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N

O

NH

ONN

R

O

O−

.

.

H

Fig 2. [FADH · · ·O –
2 ] RP. H5 nucleus, which has the largest magnitude for

isotropic HFCC among all the nuclei in FADH is highlighted in green.

where |S〉 represents the singlet state of two electrons in RP, M is the total number of 181

nuclear spin configurations, and ÎM is a M -dimensional identity matrix representing the 182

completely mixed state of the nuclei. 183

The fractional triplet yield produced by the RPM can be obtained by tracking the 184

spin state of the RP throughout the reaction [37,48]. The ultimate fractional triplet 185

yield (ΦT ) for time periods much greater than the RP lifetime is: 186

3

4
+

k

4(k + r)
− 1

M

4M∑
m,n=1

|〈m| P̂S |n〉|2k(k + r)

(k + r)2 + (ωm − ωn)2
, (3)

where P̂S is the singlet projection operator, |m〉and |n〉 are eigenstates of Ĥ (Eq. 1) 187

with corresponding eigenenergies of ωm and ωn, respectively, k is the RP lifetime rate, 188

and r is the RP spin-coherence lifetime rate. 189

The fractional singlet yield (ΦS) can be calculated as: 190

ΦS = 1− ΦT . (4)

We explore the effects of HMF on singlet (triplet) yield by calculating the singlet 191

(triplet) yield ratio at GMF to HMF. We have plotted the triplet yield ratio on the k 192

and r plane in Fig. 3. A triplet yield ratio greater than 1 implies that the concentration 193

of superoxide decreases due to HMF exposure, which is in qualitative agreement with 194

the experimental results. It also implies that the concentration of H2O2 increases due to 195

HMF exposure, which is something not measured by Zhang et al. [24]. For the 196

quantitative comparison of the strength of effects of HMF exposure between the 197

experimental measurements and our RPM model, the triplet and singlet yield ratios can 198

be compared with the ratio of the numbers of BrdU+ cells after an 8 week exposure to 199

GMF and HMF. The region between solid black lines in Fig. 3 is in agreement with the 200

experimental range of this measure, 1.34± 0.18. 201

As seen in Fig. 3, for values of r and k that are consistent with what is typically 202

considered in the context of the RPM, the experimental effects of HMF agree with 203

theoretical predictions. 204

In a RPM the triplet (singlet) yield ratio can be altered by applying external 205

magnetic fields. The dependence of the triplet yield of the RPM on external magnetic 206

field for a singlet-born radical pair is shown in Fig. 4. 207
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1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

Fig 3. Triplet yield ratio (GMF to HMF) for singlet-born RP in the k − r
plane. The region between the solid black lines (1.16 and 1.52) is in agreement with
the experimental range for the ratio of the numbers of BrdU+ cells after an 8 week
exposure to GMF and HMF(1.34± 0.18) [24]. The value of HFCC a1 is taken to be
a1 = −802.9 µT [46].

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

B (mT)

T
ri
p
le
t
Y
ie
ld

Magnetic Field dependence

Fig 4. Magnetic field dependence of ΦT . The dependence of the triplet yield of
the RPM for singlet-born radical pair on external magnetic field B for a1 = −802.9
µT [46], reaction rate k = 2× 106 s−1, and relaxation rate r = 2× 105 s−1.

Triplet-born radical pair 208

For comparison, we now consider the initial state of the RP to be a triplet: 209

1

3

{
|T0〉 〈T0|+ |T+1〉 〈T+1|+ |T−1〉 〈T−1|

}
⊗ 1

M
IM , (5)
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where |T0〉 and |T±1〉 represent the triplet states of two electrons in RP with mS = 0 210

and mS = ±1 respectively. 211

The ultimate relative triplet yield (ΦT ) for time periods much greater than the RP 212

lifetime is: 213

3

4
− k

12(k + r)
+

1

3M

4M∑
m,n=1

|〈m| P̂S |n〉|2k(k + r)

(k + r)2 + (ωm − ωn)2
, (6)

where the symbols have the above-stated meanings.

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

1.00

Fig 5. Triplet yield ratio (GMF to HMF) for triplet-born RP in the k − r
plane. The value of HFCC a1 is taken to be a1 = −802.9 µT [46].

214

As for the singlet-born case, we explore the effects of HMF on singlet (triplet) yield 215

by calculating the singlet (triplet) yield ratio at GMF to HMF. We have plotted the 216

triplet yield ratio on the k and r plane in Fig. 5. A triplet yield ratio less than 1 implies 217

that the concentration of H2O2 decreases due to HMF exposure, which, as mentioned 218

above, is not measured by Zhang et al. [24]. It also implies that the concentration of 219

superoxide increases due to HMF exposure, which disagrees with the experimental 220

results. Therefore, a triplet-born RP is ruled out as an explanation for HMF effects on 221

adult hippocampal neurogenesis. 222

In summary, our calculations show that for a singlet-born [FADH · · ·O –
2 ] RP, a 223

decline is observed in the O –
2 production upon HMF exposure and HMF effect of 224

similar strength (defined earlier) as observed by Zhang et al. [24] can be achieved for 225

typical values of k and r. 226

Isotopic effects of Oxygen 227

Isotope effects can be an indication of the RPM [14,15]. Naturally occurring oxygen is 228

almost exclusively found in the form of the 16O isotope, which has a zero spin. If one of 229

the oxygen atoms in superoxide radical is replaced with 17O, which has a spin , 230

I2 = 5/2, an additional HF term must be added to the RP Hamiltonian. The new 231
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Hamiltonian for our RP system reads as follows: 232

Ĥ = ωŜAz
+ a1ŜA .̂I1 + ωŜBz

+ a2ŜB .̂I2, (7)

Î2 is the nuclear spin operator of the 17O, a2 is the HFCC between the 17O and the 233

radical electron B. We used density functional theory (DFT) to estimate the value of a2 234

to be 1886.8 µT (see the methods section). The fractional triplet and singlet yields for 235

singlet-born RP can be calculated using Eq. 3 and 4. Experiments involving the 236

substitution of 16O with 17O are not new to researchers. Several such experiments have 237

been performed in different biological contexts [49–51]. Some of these 238

experiments [49,51] have been performed with up to 70% 17O enrichment, making our 239

assumption of one 17O HFI reasonable. 240

To understand the effects of this isotopic substitution, we plotted the triplet yield 241

ratio (GMF to HMF) for RP containing 17O on the k-r plane (See Fig. 6). The 242

comparison with Fig. 3 reveals a significant difference: the strength of HMF effects is 243

reduced on substituting 16O with 17O. A quantitative comparison for k = 2× 106 s−1
244

and r = 2× 105 s−1 is shown in Table 2. 245

1.000

1.025

1.050

1.075

1.100

1.125

Fig 6. Triplet yield ratio (GMF to HMF) for singlet-born RP containing
17O in the k − r plane. The values of HFCCs are taken to be a1 = −802.9 µT [46]
and a2 = 1886.8 µT.

Table 2. Percentage change in fractional triplet yield as one goes from GMF to HMF
for singlet-born RP for both 16O and 17O cases. a1 = −802.9 µT , a2 = 1886.8 µT ,
k = 2× 106 s−1, and r = 2× 105 s−1.

Oxygen isotope ΦT at GMF ΦT at HMF Percentage change
16O 0.596924 0.409039 31.4755
17O 0.689092 0.630028 8.5714
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Discussion 246

In this study, our principal goal was to answer whether the RPM could be the 247

underlying mechanism behind the HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis as 248

observed by Zhang et al. [24]. Our results point to a possibility of such a mechanism. A 249

simple RPM-based model with a set of typical parameters can reproduce the HMF 250

effects of the same strength as those reported in the experimental findings of Zhang et 251

al. [24]. It is important to note that we have not modeled the neurogenesis process itself 252

in this study, and that this would be an interesting direction to look at in future studies. 253

We proposed that the chemistry of [FADH · · ·O –
2 ] RP may be responsible for the 254

decrease in the concentration of superoxide in hypomagnetic conditions, which in turn 255

results in adverse effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis and related cognition. This 256

RP and its role in ROS production have been implicated in the paper by Usselman et 257

al. [17]. A similar RP has been proposed in the past for avian magnetoreception [44–46], 258

the magnetic field effects on the circadian clock [29], and isotopic dependence of 259

behavioral effects of Lithium [15], where it is believed that lithium treatment modulates 260

the oxidative stress level. We find that singlet-born RP qualitatively mimics the 261

measurement of superoxide concentration by Zhang et al. [24]. 262

Zhang et al. [24] did not measure H2O2 concentration, any future measurement of 263

H2O2 and O –
2 under hypomagnetic conditions will be an essential check for our model. 264

Zhang et al. show that the detrimental effects of long-term HMF exposure on adult 265

neurogenesis were reversed by a pharmacological intervention to inhibit SOD1. 266

Chemically, the dismutase activity of SOD1 accelerates the reaction of the superoxide 267

anion with itself to form hydrogen peroxide and oxygen [52]. Therefore, inhibition of 268

SOD1 should increase the superoxide concentration in HMF exposed mice. This is in 269

agreement with our assumption that the adverse effects of HMF on adult hippocampal 270

neurogenesis are due to a decrease in the concentration of superoxide. Similarly, Zhang 271

et al. also showed that inhibiting Nox-mediated ROS production when returning 272

HMF-exposed mice back to GMF blocks the positive effect of a return to GMF on adult 273

neurogenesis. Inhibition of Nox-mediated ROS production leads to a decrease in 274

Superoxide production [21] and therefore again agrees with our conclusion that adverse 275

effects of HMF on adult hippocampal neurogenesis is due to a decrease in the 276

concentration of superoxide. 277

Results of our calculations favor singlet-born [FADH···O –
2 ] RP rather than a 278

triplet-born [FADH···O –
2 ] RP. Mostly in RPs involving O –

2 and FADH the initial state 279

of RP is taken to be a triplet state. It is assumed that in the RP formation process, the 280

oxygen molecule prior to the electron transfer from flavin is in its triplet ground state, 281

and consequently, the initial state of the the RP formed would be a triplet state. 282

However, it is possible that the initial state of the oxygen molecule is the excited singlet 283

state [53–57] (which is a biologically relevant ROS) instead. Moreover, the spin-orbit 284

coupling could also transform the initial state of the RP from triplet to singlet states via 285

intersystem crossing [58, 59]. Singlet initial state for RPs including superoxide as one of 286

the component is consistent with assumptions of Refs [14,15,29], and thus our results 287

here strengthen their assumption of an initial singlet state. 288

It has been suggested in the past that due to fast molecular rotation free O –
2 has a 289

spin relaxation lifetime on the orders of 1 ns and hence a fast spin relaxation rate 290

r [44, 60]. The relaxation rate requirement calculated by our model yields r significantly 291

lower than this expected value. However, it has also been pointed out that this fast spin 292

relaxation of free superoxide can be lowered if the molecular symmetry is reduced and 293

the angular momentum is quenched by the biological environment [44,60]. It has also 294

been proposed that fast spin relaxation of O –
2 can be reduced by the involvement of 295

scavenger species around O –
2 [61–63]. 296

There is a possibility that other explanations may underlie the HMF effects on adult 297
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hippocampal neurogenesis. However, as our study shows, the outright rejection of RPM 298

as by Zhang et al. [24] does not seem justified, and RPM as a potential underlying 299

mechanism should be taken seriously. 300

Our RPM-based model for HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis implies 301

the dependence of hippocampal neurogenesis on changes in the external magnetic field 302

(See Fig. 4). It would be interesting to conduct experiments to explore the impact of the 303

static and oscillating external magnetic field on hippocampal neurogenesis. 304

Let us note that Pooam et al. [18] reported that ROS production in HEK293 cells 305

responds much more strongly to HMF than higher intensity static magnetic fields such 306

as 500 µT . As it is evident from Fig. 4, the behavior of our model is in agreement with 307

this observation, and we should expect effects of similar nature concerning magnetic 308

field sensitivity of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. 309

As singlet-triplet yield in an RPM can also be altered by isotopic substitution, it 310

would be interesting to check our predictions regarding substitution of 16O with 17O in 311

superoxide radical. We expect the strength of HMF effects to be reduced as a result of 312

this substitution. Li is also known to affect hippocampal neurogenesis [64], it would also 313

be interesting to observe any isotopic dependence for Li on hippocampal neurogenesis. 314

It will be interesting to see whether the RPM-based explanation could be given for 315

other known magnetic field effects in the brain, such as LI-rTMS, where it is known 316

that magnetic fields and CRY play a central role [9]. It will also be interesting to see 317

whether a role is played by the RPM in other contexts where ROS play a crucial role, 318

such as mental disorders associated with oxidative stress [22]. Van Huizen et al. [19] 319

have reported that static weak magnetic fields altered stem cell proliferation and 320

differentiation via changes in reactive oxygen species (ROS) in planaria. It will also be 321

an interesting case for future studies to examine whether radical pairs play any role here. 322

Our results also suggest that the quantum entanglement of the singlet state might be 323

necessary for the mechanism of HMF effects on adult hippocampal neurogenesis. It has 324

been suggested in the past that large-scale entanglement in the brain may underlie some 325

neurobiological phenomena [8, 65–68]. Entangled RP could be one of the sources of this 326

entanglement, and our results are consistent with this idea in addition to Refs [14,15]. 327

For such a model to work, the exchange of quantum information between these RP is 328

essential. It has been suggested that biophotons could serve as quantum messengers to 329

establish long-distance connections [68, 69]. In this context, it should also be noted that 330

superoxide radicals can give rise to singlet oxygen, which is a potential source of 331

biophotons [70]. 332

Materials and methods 333

RPM Calculations 334

The state of the RP was described using the spin density operator. As shown in the 335

results section (Eq. 1), the spin hamiltonian involved only the Zeeman and the HF 336

interactions. The exchange interaction of the electron spins and the dipolar interaction 337

of the two electron spins were ignored [14,15,28,47]. 338

The Method of Timmel et al. [37, 48] was followed to deal with the RP dynamics. 339

The time dependence of the spin density operator in the absence of spin relaxation and 340

chemical reactions was obtained from the von Neumann equation, and the chemical fate 341

of the RP was modeled by means of separate first-order spin-selective reactions of the 342

singlet and triplet pairs. Spin relaxation was introduced phenomenologically following 343

Bagryansky et al. [34]. 344

The computational calculations and plotting were performed on Mathematica [71]. 345
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DFT Calculations 346

We used the ORCA package [72] for the DFT calculation to obtain the HFCC of 17O in 347

superoxide. The molecular structure was optimized using PBE0/def2-TZVP. Using 348

RI-B2GP-PLYP/def2-QZVPP [73], we obtained a17O = 1886.8 µT. Relativistic effects 349

were treated by a scalar relativistic Hamiltonian using the zeroth-order regular 350

approximation (ZORA) [74]. We considered the solvent effects using the conductor-like 351

polarizable continuum model (CPCM) [75], with a dielectric constant of 2. 352
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